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Abstract

Strokes happen every 40 seconds and is experienced by nearly 800,000
people. [1] Strokes are the leading cause of adult disability in the US. [1]
A stroke, or “brain attack” occurs when a blood vessel bringing blood and
oxygen to the brain either becomes blocked or it ruptures. When the blood flow to
the brain is interrupted, brain cells no longer receive oxygen and nutrients and the
brain cells begin to die within minutes. This causes patients to lose their ability to
function such as movement, speech or memory that in the past was
subconsciously performed. [2]
In this case study Tony utilizes Pilate’s exercises to build strength improve
loss of movement realized from his Ischemic stroke.
Joseph Pilate’s rehabilitation “through proper repetition of its exercises you
gradually and progressively acquire that natural rhythm and coordination
associated with all our subconscious activities.” [3]
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Anatomy of the Brain
The heart is a pump that sends oxygen-rich blood out through blood vessels
called arteries, see image 1. When an artery between the heart and the brain is
blocked, the brain can’t get enough oxygen causing a stroke to occur, see image 2.

If the artery within the brain or one that goes to the brain is blocked for a short
time, the blood flow to that area of the brain slows down or stops. This can cause a
Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA), see image 3.
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The blockage affects either the left or right hemisphere of the brain. The left
side of your brain controls the right side of the body. The right side of the brain
controls the left side of the body. A stroke can affect understanding how to reason
or do creative things. Tony’s stroke affected his left hemisphere of the brain as
shown in Image 4. [4]
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Case Study
Tony Adams a 53-year-old male was hospitalized for a TIA stroke. He
received intravenous Tissue Plasminogen Activity (TPA) in the emergency room to
quickly dissolve the clot to regain blood flow to the affected area of the brain
minimizing potential matter loss. The duration of the blood stoppage caused brain
cells in Tony’s left brain stem to die due to the lack of blood flow. This resulted in
the temporary loss of the ability to move his right arm and leg.
Tony went through a daily occupational & mobility therapy program
consciously challenging the following: hand strengthening and dexterity, ankle/foot
plantar flexion, hip/knee flexion and extension, shoulder strengthening, and trunk
stability. “It is essential that we challenge the brain systems immediately”. [5]
After six weeks in therapy at Providence LCM, Tony was released.
Steven Sheety, MD recommended that Tony continue occupational therapy to
promote continued strengthen and functional use of right arm as well as the
mobility therapy exercises to build strength and balance.
Tony was frustrated with his outpatient physical therapy he was
receiving. Following the Ten Principles cited in the writings and teaching of
Joseph Pilates, “A far greater part of the human potential is realized when the
mental aspect of condition is integrated into the learning of re-education
process.” [6] I developed a BASI exercise program to re-educate / connect
Tony’s brain on activity requiring conscious movements that were previously
subconscious movements.
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BASI Program
I consulted with physical therapist Andy Davies regarding Tony’s current
condition. There wasn’t any medical conditions that would limit Tony’s exercise
program. Andy recommended exercises focusing on supine bridging, hip
adduction/abduction, toe taps, as well as spinal articulation. [8] He also stated
that Tony needs to be challenged as he progresses through the program.
I took into account Andy’s recommendations along with Tony’s goals and
developed a 5 week exercise plan utilizing the “”Mat” BASI Block System as seen
in below.

The selection of these exercises provided Tony with the BASI
Fundamental structure to strengthen and stabilize his movements. For example
Pelvic Curl (Objective: spinal articulation, hamstring control and pelvic lumbar
stabilization) and challenging him with Shoulder Bridge Prep (Objective:
Hamstring strength, Pelvic lumbar stabilization and hip disassociation). Focusing
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on how his muscle actions play a major role in stabilization of his every
movement. Tony made great progress and wanted to continue to be challenged.
I began to progressively layer his exercise plan introducing him to the
Comprehensive Block System utilizing the multiple equipment including Mat as
seen below.

I selected the “Gluteal Side Line Series” for hip abductor strength and pelvic
lumbar stabilization for his Leg Work and introduced him the Ped-a-Pull Arm Work.
As seen above. Building up Tony’s core has helped with his balance.
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Conclusion
Tony has shown significant improvement since his stroke. BASI “Ten
Principles” approach key elements relate to the mental aspect of the Joseph
Pilates work which in general conditioning is often ignored. [6] Tony’s whole
wellbeing is a far greater part in the re-education process realized from his stroke.
[6] The BASI exercises have helped Tony gain strength and dexterity, ankle/foot
plantar flexion, hip/knee flexion and extension, shoulder strengthening, and trunk
stability. When Tony becomes fatigued he tends to drag his left heel. He needs to
continue with the exercise program to stimulate his mental and physical aspects of
this rehabilitation program.
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